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Abstract
We study a model of user decision-making in the
context of recommender systems via numerical
simulation. We show that this model provides
an explanation for the findings of Nguyen, et. al
(2014), where, in environments recommender systems are typically deployed, users consume increasingly similar items over time even without
recommendation. We find that recommendation
alleviates these natural filter-bubble effects, but
that it also leads to an increase in homogeneity
across users, resulting in a trade-off between homogenizing across user consumption and diversifying within user consumption. Finally, we discuss how our model highlights the importance of
collecting data on user beliefs and their evolution
over time both to design better recommendations
and to further understand their impact.

1. Introduction
Recommender systems (RS) have become critical for assisting users in navigating the large choice sets that they
face on many online platforms. For instance, users have
to select from thousands of movies on Netflix, millions of
products on Amazon, and billions of videos on YouTube.
Users in many cases are not aware of most items, let alone
have full information about their preferences over them. To
make matters worse, the items in these contexts are usually
experience goods whose true value for users can only be
learned after consumption.
RS have driven a significant fraction of consumer choice
on these platforms with 75% of movies watched on Netflix
and 35% of page-views on Amazon coming from recommendations (MacKenzie et al., 2013). While there are many
positive effects from these systems, there is an increasing
worry about their unintended side-effects. There have been
claims that personalized RS lead users into filter bubbles
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where they effectively get isolated from a diversity of viewpoints or content (Pariser, 2011), and that personalized RS
may also lead users to become increasingly homogenized at
the same time (Chaney et al., 2018; Hosanagar et al., 2013).
Understanding how RS influence user behavior is important not only for characterizing the broader consequences of
such systems but also for guiding their design. In this paper
we develop a theoretical model of user decision-making
in contexts where RS are traditionally deployed. We utilize previous empirical studies that characterize how RS
influence user choice as a benchmark and our theoretical
model provides an intuitive mechanism that can explain
these empirical results. The key insight of our model is that
user beliefs drive the consumption choices of users and that
recommendations provide them with information that leads
them to update their beliefs and alter their choices. A crucial
component of our model is that users’ beliefs about items
are driven not only by recommendations, but also from their
previous experiences with similar items. We use these insights to provide guidance for RS design, highlighting that
understanding users’ beliefs about the quality of the available items is essential in order to design recommendations
and evaluate their impact.
Our Model. We analyze a model of user choice with four
central components.
The first component of our model is that users sequentially
consume items and face large choice sets. In our setting of
interest, users are long-lived, but they only consume a small
fraction of this choice set over their lifetime. This is traditionally the case on online platforms that have thousands or
millions of options for users.
The second component is, prior to consuming them, users
are uncertain about how much they value the different items.
This is motivated both by the fact that, in many contexts, recommendations regard experience goods, whose true value
can only be learned after consumption, and the fact that
such uncertainty is why RS exist in the first place. Thus,
users face a sequential decision-making problem under uncertainty.
The third, and most crucial, element is that consumption of
an item reveals information that changes user beliefs about
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their valuation of similar items. Unlike in standard sequential decision-making problems, once an item is consumed
all uncertainty about its valuation is resolved and provides
information that enables users to update their beliefs about
similar items. This exploits the fact that the valuations of
similar items are correlated which assists users in navigating
the vast product space. The idea that users make similaritybased assessments to guide their choice has grounding in
empirical evidence on how users navigate large choice sets
(Schulz et al., 2019).
Finally, in our model recommendation provides users with
information about the true valuations. We model the realized
valuations as being a weighted sum of a common-value and
an idiosyncratic component. This formulation gives a stylized notion of predictability of user preferences where the
idiosyncratic component is inherently unpredictable given
other users’ preferences and the common-value component
is what the recommender can learn from previous users’ data.
We suppose that the recommender knows the common-value
component for each item and combines it with users’ beliefs over the product space when designing personalized
recommendation.
Our Contributions. We provide a clear mechanism that
explains the empirical results in (Nguyen et al., 2014) who
show that, in the context of movie consumption, user behavior is consistent with filter-bubble effects even without
recommendation and that recommendation leads to users
being less likely to fall into such filter bubbles. In this context, filter-bubble effects are defined as users consuming
items in an increasingly narrow portion of the product space
over time. The simple and intuitive driving force of this
is that preferences for similar items are correlated, which
implies that when an item is consumed and the user learns
its value, it provides information about similar items. Crucially, this not only impacts the underlying belief about
the expected value of similar items, but also how uncertain
the user is about their valuation of them. Consequently,
this learning spillover induces users to consume items similar to those they consumed before that had high realized
value, leading to an increasing narrowing of consumption
towards these regions of the product space. This effect is
further amplified when users are risk-averse, a concept from
decision theory where all else being equal, users have a preference for items with lower uncertainty to those with higher
uncertainty. However, by providing information to users,
recommendation leads users to be more likely to explore
other portions of the product space, limiting the filter bubble
effect.
We find that, while recommendation leads a single user to be
more likely to explore diverse portions of the product space,
it also coordinates consumption choices across users. This
leads to an increase in homogeneity across users, resulting in

a tradeoff between homogenizing across user consumption
and diversifying within user consumption. We explore the
relationship between the overall diversity of consumed items
and user welfare and find that more diverse sets of consumed
items do not always correspond to higher user welfare.
Lastly, we discuss how our model and findings can be used
to inform the design and evaluation of RS as well as the data
that is traditionally collected for them. This highlights the
importance of user beliefs in determining user consumption
choices and how both recommendation and informational
spillovers determine how these beliefs change over time.
By collecting information on user beliefs, RS designers can
understand what items a user would consume without recommendation and then predict how providing information
to the user would change her beliefs and resulting consumption decisions. Thus, our evaluation measure determines the
value of a recommendation based on the marginal welfare
gain associated with providing a user with a recommendation over what the user would do without it. We discuss how
this provides an additional rationale as to why “accurate”
recommendations are not always good recommendations.
Related Work. The first set of related works studies the
extent and implications of filter bubbles. (Pariser, 2011) first
informally described the idea of the “filter bubble” which is
that online personalization services would lead users down
paths of increasingly narrower content so that they would
effectively be isolated from a diversity of viewpoints or
content. Following this, a number of empirical studies in
various disciplines, have since studied the extent to which
this phenomenon exists in a wide range of contexts (Flaxman et al., 2016; Hosanagar et al., 2013; Möller et al., 2018;
Nguyen et al., 2014). The most relevant to our study is
(Nguyen et al., 2014) who study whether this effect exists
in the context of movie consumption. They find that even
users whose consumption choices are not guided by recommendations exhibit behavior consistent with “filter bubbles”
and that RS can actually increase the diversity of the content
that users consume. To our knowledge there are no theoretical models that rationalize these empirical findings and we
provide a theoretical framework through which to view this
problem. Furthermore, we provide a clear mechanism that
drives such effects and how recommendation interacts with
them.
Another set of papers has examined whether RS can lead
users to become increasingly homogenized. (Celma & Cano,
2008; Treviranus & Hockema, 2009) show that incorporating content popularity into RS can lead to increased user
homogenization. (Chaney et al., 2018) shows how user
homogenization may arise from training RS on data from
users exposed to algorithmic recommendations. (Fleder &
Hosanagar, 2009) show that homogenization can increase
due to a popularity recommendation bias that arises from
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lack of information about items with limited consumption
histories. We show similar results as previous work where
RS lead to increased user homogenization. However, the
mechanisms behind this differ from existing work as homogenization arises due to the fact that recommendation leads
users to coordinate their consumption decisions in certain
portions of the product space.
Another set of papers studies the impact of human decisionmaking on the design and evaluation of RS. (Chen et al.,
2013) surveys the literature on the relationship between
human decision making and RS. The closest set of papers
pointed out in this survey are those related to preference
construction (Bettman et al., 1998; Lichtenstein & Slovic,
2006) whereby users develop preferences over time through
the context of a decision process. The primary insight of
our paper is that user beliefs and how users update their
beliefs about similar items after consumption are important
and previously unconsidered elements of human decision
making that are critical for understanding the design and
consequences of RS. Within this literature, (Celma & Herrera, 2008; Cremonesi et al., 2013; Pu et al., 2011) focus
on “user-centric” approaches to recommendation whereby
user evaluation of the usefulness of recommendation is a
key evaluation measure. Our evaluation measure is similar,
but, unlike previous approaches, emphasizes the importance
of user beliefs.

2. Model Illustration
We illustrate the main intuitions of our model with a simple
example. Suppose that there are four items: 0, 1, 2, 3. The
items are in different places of the product space, where 0
is close to 1 and 3 but more distant from 2. For the sake
of expositional clarity, suppose that the initial beliefs are
given as follows where ρ denotes the correlation between
the utilities of the items, µ is the mean belief, and Σ is the
covariance matrix:1
 
 0

0
ρ ρ1 ρ2 ρ0
 0 
 ρ1 ρ0 ρ1 ρ2 


µ=
Σ = σ2 
 0 ,
 ρ2 ρ1 ρ0 ρ1 
0
ρ1 ρ2 ρ1 ρ0
In period 1, every item is ex-ante identical since they have
the same mean and variance and so suppose that the user
breaks the tie arbitrarily and consumes item 0. The underlying correlation structure implies that upon observing that
x0 = y the user will update beliefs about the remaining
3 items.2 For concreteness, we suppose that σ = 1 and
ρ = 0.5, but the intuitions hold for any value of σ and
1

The prior beliefs are therefore given by N (µ, Σ) and the
realized utilities are drawn from this distribution.
2
The precise updating rule is as follows. Recall that at time t
the user’s consumption history is given by Cit and we denote the
utility realizations of these items as ct . We denote µt as the initial

ρ > 0. First, we consider the case when the realization
of y > 0 and, specifically, y = 0.5 – though the general
intuitions hold for any y > 0. The resulting beliefs after
observing y are then as follows:
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Thus, upon learning x0 = y, the user updates beliefs about
the remaining items. Note that E[x1 ] = E[x3 ] > E[x2 ]
since item 0’s value is more informative about similar items’
values, items 1 and 3, than items further way in the product
space such as item 2. Moreover, Σ̄11 = Σ̄33 < Σ̄22 as the
uncertainty about items 1 and 3 is further reduced compared
to item 2. Thus, since y > 0, the user in the next period will
consume items nearby to item 0 since, even though initially
she believed that all items had the same mean, the spillover
from consuming item 0 leads her to believe that items 1 and
3 have higher expected valuations. Since both the mean is
higher for these items and the variance is lower, the user
will consume items 1 and 3 regardless of her risk aversion
level.
Now we consider the case when item 0 ends up having a
negative valuation so that y = −0.5 < 0. This results in
E[x1 ] = E[x3 ] = − 14 < − 18 = E[x2 ] with Σ̄ remaining
the same as when y = 0.5. In this case the risk-aversion
levels of the user determine the choice in the next period. If
the user is risk-neutral (γ = 0), then she will go across the
product space to consume item 2 in the next period since it
has a higher expected value. However, if she is sufficiently
risk-averse then she may still consume item 1 or 3 since
her uncertainty about these items is lower than item 2. In
mean beliefs the user has over the items in Cit and µN −t as the
initial mean beliefs the user has over the remaining N − t items,
J \ Cit . We partition the covariance matrix as follows:

Σ=

Σ(N −t,N −t)
Σ(t,N −t)

Σ(N −t,t)
Σ(t,t)



Thus, after consuming the items in Cit the resulting beliefs over
the remaining items are given by N (µ̄, Σ̄) where µ̄ and Σ̄ are as
follows:
µ̄ | ct = µN −t + Σ(N −t,t) Σ−1
(t,t) (ct − µt )
Σ̄ | ct = Σ(N −t,N −t) − Σ(N −t,t) Σ−1
(t,t) Σ(t,N −t)
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particular, this will happen when
1
1
δ(3) = δ(1) = ρy − γ Σ̄11 > ρ2 y − γ Σ̄22 = δ(2)
2
2
Given the aforementioned parametrization and y = −0.5,
the user will consume item 1 or 3 when γ > 34 and will
consume item 2 when γ < 43 . Thus if the user is risk averse
enough, then she might be willing to trade-off ex-ante lower
expected values for lower risk and stick to consuming nearby
items just because these items have lower uncertainty.
This example illustrates the main mechanisms that can lead
to excessive consumption of similar items. Once the user
finds items in the product space with high valuations she
will update her beliefs positively about items in this portion
of the product space and continue consuming these items
regardless of her level of risk aversion. However, this same
updating leads to a reduction in uncertainty of these items
and so, if she is sufficiently risk-averse, she still may continue consuming items in this portion of the product space,
even if she has bad experiences with them, since they are
perceived to be less risky.

user beliefs about items that they have not yet consumed. As
illustrated by our model, these beliefs are what drive the future consumption decisions of users and understanding these
beliefs is crucial for determining the value of recommending
certain items.3 The second type of data that is relevant for
RS designers to collect is how user beliefs change over time
and, in particular, not just how individuals value the item
they just consumed, but also how it impacts their beliefs
about the quality of similar items. The third type of data is
the risk-aversion levels of users as our model illustrates that
the risk preferences of users are important for understanding
what information RS can provide that materially leads users
to alter their consumption patterns.

In this section we discuss how the insights from our model
of user decision-making can inform the evaluation and design of recommender systems. The classic approach to
evaluation is to predict user ratings for items and to compare how accurate this prediction is to recorded ratings data,
either explicitly given by users or inferred from behavioral
data. The RS should then recommend the items with the
highest predicted ratings (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2005).

A natural follow-up question is how this additional data
should be utilized in the design of good recommendations.
Our model posits that recommendation provides value to
users by providing them with information about the true
valuation of an item if they were to consume it. Thus, the
prediction problem for the recommender becomes predicting what item would the user choose with no recommendation and, correspondingly, what would be the most useful
information to provide to the user that would lead her to
consume a better item than she would without recommendation. This links back to the intuition our model provided for
the John Wick example whereby collecting user beliefs and
measuring how the user updated beliefs about similar items
would lead the recommender to understand that the user
would consume John Wick: Chapter Two. Our approach
would therefore imply that, with this as a starting point, the
recommender’s problem would be to predict what is the
most useful information to give the user leading them to
change the item that they eventually consume.

There has been a recent movement away from such evaluation measures due to the observation that accurate recommendations are not necessarily useful recommendations
(McNee et al., 2006). Our model illustrates a mechanism
behind this observation. Consider the domain of movie
recommendation and suppose a user has just watched the
movie John Wick and rated it highly. A RS attempting to
predict user ratings may then predict that this user is very
likely to enjoy the sequel, John Wick: Chapter Two, as well.
However, the user herself may also have made this inference
since the two movies are very similar to each other. Thus,
recommending this movie would not be not useful since the
recommendation gives the user little information that she
did not already know. The key insight is it is not useful since
it ignores the inference the user themselves made and their
updated beliefs. The user may watch John Wick: Chapter
Two, then, even without recommendation, and the value of
the recommendation was small.

There have been a number of alternative recommendation
evaluation metrics proposed in the literature with the aim
of providing more useful recommendations than those provided by accuracy metrics, such as serendipity (Kotkov et al.,
2016), calibration (Steck, 2018), coverage (Ge et al., 2010),
novelty (Vargas & Castells, 2011), and many others. Our
approach most closely follows the set of proposed serendipity measures which are surveyed in (Kotkov et al., 2016).
As discussed by (Maksai et al., 2015), serendipitous recommendations are said to “have the quality of being both unexpected and useful” which is in line with the primary intuition
behind our approach. The primary difference between our
proposed approach and those existing in the literature is that
ours crucially hinges on understanding user beliefs and the
risk-preferences of users. For instance, (Vargas & Castells,
2011; Kaminskas & Bridge, 2014) propose unexpectedness
metrics that look at the dissimilarity of the proposed recommended items compared to what the recommender already

This intuition implies that RS should collect additional data
beyond the type of data that is traditionally recorded. The
first and most crucial type of data to collect is individual

3
Additionally, user beliefs contain information that may not
have been observed by the recommender that only observes user
choices on the platform.

3. Recommender System Design
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knows the user likes - either via a content-based approach or
a collaborative-based approach. This metric depends only
on the proposed item-set and not necessarily on the user’s
beliefs or how such a recommendation will change the item
that the user consumes.
Indeed, our approach allows us to give precise definitions
for what it means for a recommendation to be unexpected
and useful in the spirit of serendipitous recommendations.
Our evaluation measure leads to useful recommendations
since it leads users towards better items than they would
consume without recommendation. It further results in “unexpected” recommendations since it explicitly incorporates
user beliefs and thus allows the recommender to understand
how “unexpected” a recommendation would be from the
perspective of a user.
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